
Designed for high traffic areas, Gleem+ brings lasting 
comfort and style to a wide range of spaces.

Gleem+ Seating



Inspired by the staying power and classic design of our 
Gleem Guest Seating, Gleem+ provides an array of high 
capacity and bariatric seating models to offer solutions for 
a diverse range of users up to 400 and 600lbs.

Designed for high traffic areas, as well as patient 
management, Gleem+ brings lasting comfort and style 
to a wide range of spaces, including Healthcare and 
Educational facilities.

Select from a variety of single seat, two- and three-
seat tandem, bariatric, patient, and easy access models 
to configure the perfect space.  Pair with ganging and 
freestanding tables in your choice of veneer, HPL, or TFL 
tops to complete your look. Add optional arm caps to 
protect the finish and extend the look and function. 

Gleem+ is responsible too. It considers the environment 
by using renewable and recyclable materials, allowing it to 
achieve indoor air quality and BIFMA level® certifications, 
and complies with the mechanical standards that focus 
on safety and durability to meet BIFMA Compliant® 
certification. 

STYLE + VERSATILITY 
+ COMFORT.



Welcomed Versatility.
From lobbies to patient rooms, Gleem+ provides a range of seating 
models to outfit a variety of high-traffic and multi-use areas. 

Easily gang seating units with tables to create one-of-a-kind 
spaces to meet your facility's needs. And with Gleem+ it's easy to 
provide comfort for a diverse range of users. Every model within 
the line fits users up to 400lbs while bariatric models accommodate 
users up to 600lbs.  

Our Hip/Easy Access chairs are perfect for 
patients who recently underwent knee or hip 
surgery. The taller seat height, sturdy arms, and 
foot rest help to minimize knee and hip flexion 
when sitting or standing up. They seemlessly 
work in reception areas as well as patient rooms.    



Details + Options:

Single Seat Chair
#395H

Bariatric Chair
#395HB

Single/Single Tandem
#395H2

Single/Bariatric Tandem
#395H2L, #395H2R (shown)

Statement of Line:

Wall Saver Design:  Every Gleem+ 
chair comes standard with an 
integrated wall saver design, 
helping to eliminate mars and wall 
scratches within your spaces. 

Arm Caps:  Optional black 
polyurethane arm caps are available 
on all Gleem+ models, allowing 
you to protect the wood finish and 
increase the lifespan of the chair.  

High Occupancy + Bariatric:  Each 
seat within the Gleem+ series 
accommodates users up to 400lbs, 
while Gleem+ Bariatric seats 
accommodate users up to 600lbs.

Ganging + Freestanding Tables:  
Gleem+ offers a range of ganging 
and freestanding tables to provide 
additional functionality and complete 
the spaces throughout your facilities.

Veneers, Laminates + Seating Finishes

Sugar Maple (SM)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Oak Riftwood (ORW)
Veneer*, TFL, HPL, Seating*

Sunglow Walnut (SW)
Veneer, Seating

Pinnacle Walnut (PNW)
TFL, HPL, Seating

Studio Teak (TK)
TFL, HPL, Seating

Weathered Ash (WTA)
Veneer*, TFL, HPL, Seating*

Smoky Brown Pear (SBP)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating*

Medium Oak (MO)
Veneer*, Seating*

Golden Cherry (GC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Harvest Maple (HVM)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Fawn Oak (FO)
Veneer*, Seating*

Asian Night (AS)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Select Cherry (SCH)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Shaker Cherry (SKC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Williamsburg Cherry (WC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Artisan Walnut (AW)
Veneer, Seating

Legacy Walnut (LW)
Veneer, Seating

Harvest Walnut (HW)
Veneer, Seating

Mahogany Walnut (MW)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Dark Cherry (DC)
Veneer, Seating

Columbian Walnut (CO)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Dark Forest Walnut (DFW)
Veneer, Seating

Espresso (EW/EF)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Beigewood (BW)
TFL, HPL, Seating*

Designer White (WH)
TFL, HPL, Seating

Black (BL)
TFL, HPL, Seating

Single/Single/Single Tandem
#395H3

Single/Single/Bariatric Tandem
#395H3L, #395H3R (shown)

Single Seat Chair 
with Clean Out
#395HC

Bariatric Chair 
with Clean Out
#395HBC

Single/Single Tandem
with Clean Out
#395H2C

Single/Bariatric Tandem
with Clean Out
#395H2CL, #395H2CR (shown)

Single/Single/Single Tandem
with Clean Out
#395H3C

Single/Single/Single Tandem
with Clean Out
#395H3CL, #395H3CR (shown)

Patient Chair
with Clean Out
#397HP

Hip/Easy Access Chair
with Clean Out
#399HH

Lamp Table
#395-2222LT

Round End Table
#395-2222RET

Magazine Table
#395-4222MT

Elliptical Magazine Table
#395-4222EMT

Ganging Inline Table
#395GT

Ganging Corner Table
#395CGT

Ganging Bracket
#395-000GB

Our broad range of graded-in and 
contract upholstery options give you 
complete freedom to specify Gleem+ 
in the colors and patterns of your 
choice, including the ability for 
single or contrasting upholsteries. 

Colors represented are high-resolution reproductions and may vary slightly from 
the actual product. To order samples, please contact our Customer Service team or 
order online at www.indianafurniture.com. Graining and finish colors may vary, yet 
will continue to complement, across Veneer, HPL, TFL, and Seating products due to 
the inherent differences of these materials.

Our veneer top options feature our UV topcoat finish, UVAdvantage. The result is a low-emitting finish that provides 
exceptional depth, clarity, durability, and chemical resistance throughout the life of the product. Chairs, as well as 
apron rails and legs on Tables, feature a catalyzed varnish finish which offers durability, lasting beauty, and resistance 
to normal wear.

* Finish is Low Sheen



Effortless Integration.
Gleem+ seemlessly works with other 
products, like Canvas Reception, to create 
stylish and high-performing spaces.
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